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of the Air Altar. The Air
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southern Falador entrance.
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Runescape Wiki - The
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possible to make Mist
runes, Dust runes and
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altar, but at a lower success
rate, so some runes may be
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one set of elemental runes,
a stack of Pure essence and
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Location! - An air altar
teleport is a type of Magic
tablet that teleports the
player directly outside the
air altar when it is broken.
It can be bought from
Wizard Elriss in the
Runecrafting Guild for 30
Runecrafting guild tokens
(requiring 50 Runecrafting
), or ten of them from
Wizard Rinsit for 2,000
Runespan points. Fri, 09
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This is a quick video on the
air altar location for rune
crafting keep in mind that
the rune mysteries quest is
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player's inventory. It is
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, mud runes and steam
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Runecrafting experience.
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